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nets and the use of reinfor ement learning to optimize the
performan e evaluation fun tion. The testbed implementation is des ribed in Se tion IV. The paper ends with
on lusions and referen es to future work (Se tion V).

Abstra t | This paper introdu es a Roboti Task Model
(RTM) based on Petri nets, that establishes a framework
for task evaluation from qualitative and quantitative viewpoints, as well as a methodology for the implementation of
roboti task oordination. A testbed for the evaluation of
the RTM and the details of its implementation over a network of distributed task exe utors is des ribed.

II. Petri Net Views of a Roboti

Keywords | Dis rete Event Systems, Petri nets, Intelligent
Robots, Distributed Control, Ma hine Learning.

Task Model

A roboti task is de ned in [5℄ as a string of primitive
tasks, representing the sequen e of a tions the roboti sys-

tem must arry out to a omplish the task goal. Ea h
primitive task may be a tually implemented by more than
one primitive a tion (e.g., a lo ate obje t primitive task an
be implemented by a set of di erent image pro essing algorithms, de ned here as primitive a tions). Primitive tasks
and their translating primitive a tions must be established
at design time, asso iated to spe i goals (e.g., to lo ate
an obje t, to follow a traje tory). When, during the exeution of a primitive task, its spe i goal or an error state
(e.g., due to a timeout) is rea hed, an event o urs and
must be dete ted. To rea h its goal, a task must rst rea h
the spe i goals of ea h of its omposing primitive tasks.
Primitive a tions, primitive tasks, and events onstitute
a roboti task model (RTM). One an look from di erent
viewpoints at su h a model. Di erent Petri net types [2℄
are used depending on the viewpoint taken. The following
subse tions illustrate this on ept, starting by some de nitions whi h map Petri nets and the roboti task model.

I. Introdu tion

Among the existing models of Dis rete Event Systems
[1℄, Petri nets have been widely used to model dynami
systems [2℄, notably automated manufa turing systems [3℄.
Petri net properties also make them good andidates for
qualitative performan e evaluation (using untimed models) and quantitative performan e evaluation (using timed
and/or sto hasti models) of roboti tasks. Simultaneously,
they provide the means for task design and intera tion between an operator and the task under exe ution.
This paper introdu es a new framework under whi h
Petri nets are used for qualitative and quantitative performan e evaluation, as well as a tool to design and exeute roboti tasks. This framework is motivated by previous work by Wang and Saridis [4℄, where Petri nets were
rst proposed as models of roboti tasks. Later, Lima
and Saridis [5℄ introdu ed a methodology for roboti tasks
performan e evaluation and learning-based improvement
through feedba k, whi h is mapped here to Petri nets, as
a development of preliminary on epts introdu ed in [6℄.
Related work is s ar e and typi ally refers to logi al and
temporal spe i ation, veri ation and ode generation [7℄,
[8℄. In this work we fo us mainly on quantitative evaluation
of task reliability and ost, with the goal of hoosing the
optimal task to a hieve a given goal. The paper also des ribes the implementation of a testbed for the evaluation
of roboti task Petri net models, where a Petri net Exe utor
an be designed and implemented to ontrol a distributed
roboti system omposed of di erent devi es (e.g., mobile
robots, manipulators, vision systems).
The paper is organised as follows: Se tion II introdu es
a roboti task model, the di erent Petri net types used to
model di erent views of that model, and a mapping between the model and those views. Se tion III overs task
quantitative performan e evaluation on erning ost and
reliability-based measures, as well as their mapping to Petri

A. Roboti Task Model and Petri Nets

A marked Petri net is de ned by the ve-tuple P =
(P; T ; A; w; x0 ), where P = fp1 ; p2 ; : : : ; pnp g and T =
ft1 ; t2 ; : : : ; tnt g are nite sets of pla es and transitions, respe tively, A is a set of ar s, subset of (P  T ) [ (T  P ),
w a weight fun tion, w : A ! f1; 2; 3; : : :g, and x0 is
the initial marking. The marking x of a Petri net is a
fun tion x : P ! f0; 1; 2; : : :g, whi h de nes a ve tor
x = [x(p1 ); x(p2 ); : : : ; x(pnp )℄, interpretable as the state of
the Petri net. Ea h ve tor entry denotes the number of tokens in the orresponding pla e for a given state. The overability tree [1℄ of a given Petri net is a tree whose nodes
are Petri net states and ar s represent Petri net transitions.
It will be used in this work as a Petri net representation
helpful for qualitative and quantitative analysis purposes.
An RTM is de ned by the 3-tuple T = (R; E; A),
where R = fr1 ; r2 ; : : : ; rnr g is the set of resour es,
E = fe1 ; e2 ; : : : ; ene g is the set of events and A =
fa1 ; a2 ; : : : ; ana g is the set of primitive a tions.
A robot, an obje t in the environment or a primitive
task are resour es. It is also onvenient to de ne  =
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f1 ; 2 ; : : : ; n g  R, the subset of primitive tasks in R.
A is partitioned in n subsets, be ause ea h primitive
task has an asso iated non-empty set of primitive a tions,
representing alternative implementations (i.e., algorithms)
of the primitive task.
An event o urs when a primitive a tion ends its exe ution, either be ause its spe i goal has been rea hed or
an error ondition has been dete ted. Events an be dete ted by spe ialized sensor monitoring algorithms running
in parallel with the primitive a tion. However, even though
an event an be dete ted, the primitive a tion must enable
it, so that the event o urren e triggers the appropriate
response.
Under our framework Petri net pla es represent resour es
and transitions are asso iated to logi al onditions de ned
over the event set E . Whenever a token is inside a pla e,
the orresponding resour e is available. When the resour e
is a primitive task the token means that the primitive a tion hosen to translate the primitive task is running. Upon
its ompletion, every primitive a tion generates an event.
Any logi al ondition asso iated to a transition is made
true or false by the o urren e of the event.
Interpreting  as the set of terminal symbols of a grammar G , one an determine the language L generated by
a Petri net asso iated to an RTM T . First, without loss
of generality, the Petri nets used are onstrained to the
lass of Petri nets whose transitions have only one output
pla e. More general Petri nets an be redu ed to those in
this lass, by using ma ro-pla es to represent task bran hes
running on urrently. The set of terminal symbols of G
is then extended to in lude the symbols k; (; ) to de ne
G =  [ fk; (; )g, used to on atenate symbols representing primitive tasks running in parallel (e.g., 2 k (4 1 )).

for ea h node visited. The path may in lude several visits to any dupli ate node(s) [1℄. More than one symbol is
generated when a node representing a state asso iated to a
ma ro-pla e of the restri ted lass of Petri nets onsidered
is visited. Su h a situation denotes the on urrent exe ution of primitive tasks, hen e a on atenation of symbols
from  separated by k symbols and asso iated by ( and )
symbols will be generated.
Petri net on i ts, o urring when a pla e has more than
one output transition, determine the number of strings
omposing the language, as they reate alternative paths
in the overability tree. Task exe ution annot be nondeterministi . Hen e, whenever on i ts o ur, ea h transition in the on i t set must be asso iated to a logi al
ondition de ned over a subset of the event set, su h that
no more than one logi al ondition from the on i t set
will be true at a time.
A Petri net illustrating some of those on epts is depi ted
in Figure 1 a). Figure 1 b) is an equivalent Petri net in the
restri ted lass onsidered, where the on urrent bran hes
between t1 and t4 have been redu ed to ma ro-pla es p9 between t13 and t43 and p10 between t15 and t45 , depending
on whether the logi al ondition e or not e, e 2 E is satised, respe tively. Assuming a relation p1 ! i 8pi2P;i 2 ,
when visited along a path in the overability tree, the symbol 9 is repla ed by (2 4 ) k (3 (5 k 6 )), while 10 is
repla ed by (2 4 ) k (3 7 ).
B. Task Design and Exe ution

The a tual task implementation (i.e., its design and exeution) requires the s heduling of the primitive tasks omposing the task, as well as the syn hronization with the
events. Events are ru ial to oordinate task exe ution, as
they signal when a primitive task an be alled for exe ution, by ring the input transition of the pla e asso iated
to the primitive task. An intera tive man-ma hine interfa e is also important, so that the appropriate s hedule of
primitive tasks an be designed and task exe ution an be
followed and/or modi ed by an operator.
Interpreted Petri nets [2℄ are used to model task implementation. At design time, pla es and transitions (i.e.,
resour es, primitive tasks and logi al onditions over E )
must be linked together by the task designer su h that the
roboti system goes through the desired sequen e of spe i
goals that must be rea hed before the task goal is a omplished. The designer must also identify all the resour es
other than primitive tasks required at ea h task step, and
represent them by pla es. He/she must also provide, for
ea h pla e asso iated to a primitive task, two output transitions: one orresponding to a su essful ompletion of the
primitive task, another to an exit upon an error situation.
In the latter ase, an appropriate error re overy pro edure
Fig. 1. Petri net representation of an RTM.
must be spe i ed. To avoid a umbersome task representation, the error re overy bran hes may be hidden in the
Ea h string of the language L generated by a Petri net graphi al display of the Petri net asso iated to the task.
P asso iated to an RTM T is obtained by following a path During task exe ution, a transition is enabled if ea h of
in the overability tree of P , from the root node to a ter- its input pla es has a suÆ ient number of tokens available.
minal node and generating one or more symbols from G This happens when all the asso iated resour es are availp2
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able, su h as the required hardware, a path to be followed
or an image to be pro essed stored in the shared memory.
Resour e availability in ludes making sure that the primitive tasks asso iated to the transition input pla es are running. However, the transition will only be red when its
asso iated logi al ondition de ned over E is true. The
tokens are then deposited in the output pla es of the transition, enabling the exe ution of their asso iated primitive
tasks, requesting and relinquishing other resour es. An
operator may follow task exe ution by following the token
ow through the Petri net representing the task.

D. Qualitative Performan e Evaluation

Ordinary Petri net models (or some of their abbreviations [2℄) an be used to evaluate qualitative properties [3℄
of a task, su h as boundedness (whi h an be viewed as a
measure of stability), properness (related to the possibility
of error re overy and/or restarting the system) and liveness
(asso iated to state rea hability, i.e., whether a state or a
set of states will ever be rea hed or not). On e again, if
a qualitative performan e evaluation is required, the original interpreted Petri net modeling task exe ution an be
modi ed into an ordinary Petri net (e.g., no event syn hronization) to determine su h properties.

C. Quantitative Performan e Evaluation

III. Quantitative Performan e Evaluation

On e an Interpreted Petri Net has been designed to represent the a tual task implementation, one may evaluate
quantitative properties of the task performan e by modifying its asso iated Petri net, turning it into a generalized
sto hasti Petri net [3℄.
Generalized sto hasti Petri nets an be used to model
time-related properties (su h as the probability that the
task exe ution time will be less than a given spe i ation)
and/or task reliability, de ned as the probability that the
task will meet its spe i ations, i.e., that it will a hieve its
goal [5℄.
Primitive task exe ution time an a tually be determined
by asso iating time to pla es (P-timed model). The time
assigned to ea h pla e will determine the performan e measure obtained afterwards. For instan e, if the CPU time
taken by the primitive tasks asso iated to ea h pla e is
used, the total CPU time spent by the task will be omputed. One may use the a tual time taken by ea h primitive task instead. In this ase, the a tual time taken by the
task will be omputed. Of ourse, this will be a sto hasti
variable, but random times an be asso iated to the pla es
under the P-timed Petri net model. When those times are
distributed a ording to an exponential law, the marking
of this sto hasti Petri net is an homogeneous Markovian
pro ess [3℄, whose well known properties help to determine
the time properties of task exe ution.
Primitive task reliability an be modeled by random
swit hes [3℄. Random swit hes are ar s linking ea h pla e
p 2 P representing a primitive task  2  to output transitions. In this model, only two output transitions are onsidered: one representing a failure and the other a su ess
meeting the spe i ations for . When enabled, one of the
transitions will be red a ording to the su ess and failure
probabilities. The su ess probability is a tually the reliability of a primitive task. The failure probability in ludes
situations where the spe i ations were not met but task
exe ution pro eeds along the normal exe ution bran h, as
well as situations where error re overy is a tually required.
Using this model, tools appropriate for analysis of generalized sto hasti Petri nets an be applied to the performan e analysis of the whole task or any of its sub-tasks.
An alternative method based on the overability tree will
be des ribed in Se tion III.

Current work has been on entrated on task reliability
as a performan e measure. This will be des ribed by rst
introdu ing a ost fun tion for the RTM whi h is then
mapped to the overability tree of the asso iated Petri net.
Finally, a brief look at the use of reinfor ement learning to
improve performan e over time is in luded.
A. Cost Fun tion

A ost fun tion to determine task performan e from the
performan e measure of ea h of its omposing primitive
tasks and a tions has been introdu ed in [5℄. Su h a ost
fun tion is general enough to be applied to the diversity of
primitive tasks whi h may ompose a roboti task model.
It is based on a onjun tive de nition of ost and reliability
(see [5℄ for details), summarized by the following equations:
) = Prf meeting spe i ations of f < g (1)
= arg min
fR(; f ) : R(; f )  Rd g (2)
f 2F
C () =
ost(; f  )
(3)

R() = R(; f )
(4)

(

R ; f
f



where R is the reliability, C the ost,  a primitive a tion,
f a problem element in F , a data set representative of the
task at hand (e.g., a olle tion of images for a lo ate obje t primitive task), and  > 0. The total ost, denoted by
the fun tion ost(:), is determined by adding the ost of
getting information from f 2 F and the ost of pro essing
that information. The ost and relibility of the primitive
a tion  are obtained for the problem f whi h leads to the
lowest reliability among those with values lower-bounded
by some target reliability Rd . In general, ost in reases
with reliability. For instan e, to improve the reliability of
lo ating a point within a noisy image with a given a ura y, one has to average several pi tures of the image. If
the ost is de ned as the number of required pi tures, it
will depend on the target reliability. However, if the number of pi tures is established at design time, the reliability
will depend on the number of images (i.e., the ost) used
to ompute the average. Therefore, a minimum of the following ost fun tion exists, orresponding to the optimal
primitive a tion
J = 1 R + C
(5)
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where  a weight fa tor su h that C 2 [0; 1℄. In general 
will be su h that the ost does not overwhelm the reliability
when dire ting the sear h for the optimal a tion. A typi al
 is given by  = max 1 C (a) , where A is the set of primitive
a2A
a tions. The ost is omputed a priori, but in general it
an assume any value and may have any units, depending
on the primitive task. Hen e,  is used to normalize both
the ost value to the interval [0; 1℄ and the ost units a ross
primitive tasks.
The de nition of ost and reliability refers to primitive
a tions. However, their values, and onsequently those of
the ost fun tion, an be propagated to the primitive tasks
and to the task using appropriate expressions [5℄, extending
the quantitative performan e evaluation to the omplete
roboti task model. In parti ular, propagation of reliability and ost from primitive tasks to the whole task is
determined by omposition of the following expressions:
 given two primitive tasks 1 and 2 running on urrently
(e.g., asso iated to pla es p1 and p2 in the output set of a
given transition):
R(1 k 2 ) = R(1 )R(2 )
C (1 k 2 ) = maxfC (1 ); C (2 )g
(6)
 given n primitive tasks 1 ; : : : ; n running sequentially
(e.g., pla e p1 is in the input set of transition t and pla e
p2 is in the output set of transition t):
n
Y
R(i )
R(1 : : : n ) =

 ost and reliability of states with only one pla e asso iated to a resour e other than a primitive task are 0 and 1,
respe tively;
 ost and reliability of states asso iated to ma ro-pla es
are determined from the string asso iated to the ma ropla e by applying (6) and (7) and giving pre eden e to
the bra keted sub-strings (e.g., in the example of Figure 1,
C (9 ) = C ((2 4 ) k (3 (5 k 6 ))) = maxf 21 [C (2 ) +
C (4 )℄; 12 [C (3 + maxfC (5 ); C (6 )g)℄g.

C. Learning the Optimal Translations

The RTM de ned in Se tion II in ludes a set A of primitive a tions, partitioned in n non-empty subsets, with the
subset i representing alternative primitive a tions for the
primitive task i . Ea h time a primitive task is ready to
be exe uted, the rst step onsists of sele ting whi h of its
translating primitive a tions will a tually run. Di erent
alternatives will have di erent performan es, measured by
the ost fun tion (5). Therefore, it is important to reate a
me hanism to: i) update, at ea h step, the primitive a tion
ost fun tion estimates; ii) learn over time the optimal sele tion, i.e., the primitive a tion whi h minimizes the ost
fun tion.
This framework distinguishes between three primitive a tion status, returned by the primitive a tion upon ompletion: su ess, when the spe i ations were fully met, failure,
when the spe i ations were not fully met, but task exe ution may pro eed along the normal exe ution bran h, and
error, when the spe i ations were not met and error re overy is required (e.g., the primitive task exited on timeout).
The su ess and failure signals are used to update the
reliability and the ost fun tion estimates iteratively, after the exe ution of ea h primitive a tion, based on Fu's
reinfor ement learning s heme [9℄:
^(ni+1 ) = R^i (ni ) + 1 [yi (ni + 1) R^i (ni )℄ (8)
R
ni + 1
1 ( (n) p (n + 1)) (9)
pi (n + 1) = pi (n) +
i
i
n+1

i=1

(

C 1 : : :  n

n
X
) = n1 C (i )
i=1

(7)

Reliability is omputed for on urrent or sequential
primitive tasks using the same expression, sin e all tasks
must be su essful to a hieve a reliable task. Cost of sequential primitive tasks adds up (normalized to the [0; 1℄
interval), while ost of on urrent tasks is determined for
the worst ase (maximum ost between the two tasks).
where yi 2 f0; 1g is the instantaneous performan e of primitive a tion i (0 being a penalty, i.e., i failed to meet the
B. Task Cost Fun tion and Coverability Tree
primitive task spe i ations, and 1 a reward),
ni the numThe overability tree of a bounded Petri net P an again ber of times i was applied so far, n = Pi ni and
pi the
be used to determine the quantitative performan e of a urrent probability of hoosing i. The estimated ost fun
string in the language L generated by P and its asso iated tion ^j at ea h iteration, obtained by repla ing in (5) the
RTM T . Prior to that, all on urrent bran hes of the Petri urrent reliability estimate from (8), is used to determine
net must be repla ed by an equivalent ma ro-pla e, su h i as

as in the Petri net of Figure 1. Then, a overability tree
1 if J^i (n) = mink J^k (n)
i (n) =
(10)
is built for the redu ed equivalent Petri net, following the
0 if J^i (n) 6= mink J^k (n)
algorithm in [1℄. Strings an be obtained by traversing
the overability tree as des ribed in Se tion II, and their The s heme onverges, with probability one, to the seorresponding performan e is determined by applying (7) le tion with probability 1 of the optimal primitive a tion
to the sequen e of overability tree nodes, whose ost and for a given primitive task [5℄.
reliability are previously determined by the following rules:
IV. The Petri Net Based Distributed Roboti
 ost and reliability of states with only one pla e asso iTestbed
ated to a primitive task are determined from the ost and
reliability of the alternative primitive a tions for the prim- In order to test experimentally the on epts developed
itive task, using appropriate expressions [5℄;
in the previous se tions, a distributed roboti testbed has
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PN Executor

been implemented over the years to support the design and
implementation of roboti tasks modeled by Petri nets. In
this se tion the Petri net based distributed roboti system
is presented.
Under this system, a roboti task an be designed
through a graphi al interfa e, by drawing the orresponding Petri net and asso iating primitive tasks to pla es and
(when appropriate) events to transitions. Task exe ution
an be followed in real time through the same graphi al
interfa e, by following the token ow in the Petri net. The
operator an hange the task exe ution path and/or timing by token removal/insertion in spe ial pla es, used for
task ow ontrol only (e.g., step-by-step exe ution is possible). The software ar hite ture of the distributed system is
based on a lient-server philosophy. Ea h omputer in the
network behaves either as a server or as a lient, depending on the ir umstan es. When a ting like a server, the
omputer provides servi es, whi h are appli ations resident
in that server. Servi es may be divided in primitive a tions and general-purpose appli ations. The latter in lude
fun tions to ommuni ate between omputers using so kets (TCP/IP proto ol), fun tions whi h a ess the global
memory of the system, libraries of math fun tions, board
drivers and others. Some of the servi es are only available lo ally, i.e., an only be requested by lo al pro esses,
while others exist spe i ally to serve requests from other
network nodes | whi h will then behave as lients. From
the designer standpoint, the distribution of primitive a tion servi es by pro essors in the network is transparent,
i.e., he/she must initially de ne in a le the lo ation of the
di erent primitive a tions and then the software will know
where to dire t a request for su h a servi e, ea h time it is
invoked. Data/primitive a tion requests between network
pro essors are handled by so ket-based ommuni ation servi es, always running in every PC of the network. Nevertheless, a wise pro edure onsists of distributing primitive
a tions a ording to the hardware resour es allo ated to
ea h pro essor (e.g., a primitive a tion that pro esses an
image is better lo ated in the omputer
The main omponents of the distributed roboti system
are the Petri Net Exe utor (PN Exe utor) and the Petri
Net Task Server (PN Task Server). The stru ture of the
Petri net based distributed roboti system is depi ted in
Figure 2.
PN Task
Server 1

Robot

PN Task
Server 2

Vision System

PN Task
Server n

Application

RSI

Shared
Memory

USP

Application

KSP
The Puma Linux Driver

Fig. 3. The Puma Linux Driver USP-User Spa e Part, KSP-Kernel
Spa e Part, RSI- Robot Software Interfa e.

The system may in lude several primitive task exe utors.
These are appli ations running on omputers at the nodes
of an Ethernet network, whi h interfa e the hardware of a
manipulator, a mobile robot, a per eption system (e.g., a
vision system) or any other roboti devi e. Ea h primitive
task exe utor has an assigned PN Task Server. The PN
Task Servers ommuni ate with the PN Exe utor through
the network. Ea h PN Task Server provides low-level ontrol of a primitive task exe utor and re eives task exe ution
requests over the network onne tion. The message-passing
ommuni ation proto ol used to ex hange information between the PN Exe utor and a PN Task Server is des ribed
in [6℄. The PN Task Server's ID and primitive task that
should be exe uted are en apsulated in the proto ol messages. These values uniquely de ne ea h primitive task
in the overall system. After the primitive a tion hosen
by the primitive task exe utor triggers an enabled event,
the event dete tion dete tion makes the PN Task Server
return a message to the PN Exe utor signaling the event
dete tion. Simultaneously the su ess or failure status of
the primitive a tion is evaluated and used to update its
reliability estimate, as part of the reinfor ement learning
algorithm. An error status means that an error re overy
is required, by following the appropriate pre-de ned Petri
net path. Signaling event dete tion is made for syn hronization purposes. Syn hronization of all primitive task
exe utors is de ned at the PN Exe utor, whi h is responsible for task oordination. The PN Exe utor is the roboti
task supervisor, based on an interpreted Petri net model.
It ontinuously he ks the o urren e of events whi h are
used to de ide the dire tion of task exe ution ow. The
PN Exe utor sends requests for primitive task exe ution
to the appropriate PN Task Server. The omponents of
the distributed roboti system for the parti ular ase of
a Puma560 robot endowed with a PC-based open ontrol
ar hite ture are des ribed in the following two subse tions.
A. The Puma Linux Driver

The Puma Linux Driver is a ontrol software appliation developed for the Puma560 robot, running under
Linux operating system. Originally, the Puma UNIMATE
MARK III Controller handled the manipulator 6-joint ontrol, as well as the intera tion with the user through

Mobile Robot

Fig. 2. Blo k diagram of the Petri net based distributed roboti
system.
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sear hes for the primitive task that should be exe uted.
The sear h is based on the information that the server
ontains in its task des ription le. Before the primitive
task is run, the Wait Exe ution (WE) pro ess, that monitors primitive task exe ution to dete t the o urren e of
events, is laun hed.
 the exe ution level is where the WE pro ess runs. WE
will wait until an enabled event is dete ted and, at that
point, olle ts the primitive task exe ution status data. Afterwards the end of primitive task exe ution is signaled to
the lient through the network onne tion.
 the task level is omposed of the operating system all
that invokes the primitive task as an Unix ommand.

connection
Client

MA

create

WE
wait

Unix
command

TP

WE
Connection
level

Execution
level

Task
level

Fig. 4. The Petri Net Task Server for the Puma: MA-Message
Analyzer, WE-Wait Exe ution, TP-Task Pro ess.

V. Con lusions

A roboti task Petri net model was introdu ed in this
paper that allows qualitative and quantitative analysis of
roboti tasks, as well as its real-time exe ution (in luding
an interfa e with the user), through a suitable hoi e of the
appropriate Petri net types for ea h of the above obje tives.
A Petri net based testbed to evaluate the model was developed and its software ar hite ture, as well as relevant
properties, was also des ribed.
Future work in ludes the implementation, analysis and
test of roboti tasks en ompassing several distributed
roboti devi es using the testbed. An interesting resear h
topi is also the availability of alternative tasks for a given
goal, represented by random swit hes at de ision points in
the Petri net model, whose probabilities an be learned using delayed-reward reinfor ement learning te hniques, su h
as Q-learning [10℄, upon the availability of task su ess and
failure signals, urrently in luded in the model for primitive
a tions only.

the VAL-II operating system. To provide greater system exibility, the six joint ontrol boards were repla ed
by Trident Roboti s ards whi h interfa e the joint enoders and motors with an external PC where the joint
ontrollers and the user-intera tion software now run (see
http://l i.isr.ist.utl.pt/proje ts/puma/puma open.html), under Linux.
The Puma Linux Driver is divided in two parts: the
Kernel Spa e Part (KSP) and the User Spa e Part (USP).
Fun tions that dire tly interfa e the hardware are implemented in the KSP. After the driver is installed they appear as the part of the Linux kernel. The USP implements
joint digital ontrollers, one per joint. It is a high priority
task that exe utes periodi ally with a pre-spe i ed sampling time. At ea h exe ution step, the USP reads joint
referen es and omputes ontrol a tion based on the a tual measurements. The interfa e fun tions library Robot
Software Interfa e (RSI) provides the ommuni ation between the USP and the KSP. A blo k diagram of the Puma
Linux Driver is depi ted in Figure 3.
The gure shows that user appli ations ommuni ate
with USP through RSI and shared memory. The shared
memory is a bu er between the appli ations and the joint
ontroller, implemented as a ring bu er data stru ture. For
traje tory tra king, the traje tory parameters are input parameters of a fun tion at the RSI level. The traje tory is
al ulated by the RSI and the ring bu er is lled with the
traje tory sampled points. The USD reads, at the sampling rate, these points from the ring bu er, using them as
referen es for the joint ontrollers.
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